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Autonomous Network Segmentation
for the Army National Guard
Overview
Cyberattacks against the Department of Defense (DoD) and other areas of government are constant and ever increasing. Every
networked system is a potential vulnerability and therefore must be locked down to prevent unauthorized access. Yet, this
becomes a challenge with increasingly dispersed units who require the need to access critical and sensitive information over
untrustworthy communications using variety of devices, including personally owned and untrusted endpoints. The Army
National Guard, who support state missions such as domestic disaster relief efforts as well as federal missions, needs to be
able to securely connect dispersed users, teams, and equipment during national emergencies via any communications medium.

The Blue Ridge Networks Solution
Blue Ridge Networks’ Autonomous Network Segmentation
(ANS) solution is a self-contained cybersecurity ecosystem
that protects organizations from vulnerabilities posed by
connected devices, networks, and people. Based on the Zero
Trust methodology, ANS provides the highest level of security
autonomously – seamlessly protecting your most critical
infrastructure and allowing your IT teams to focus on more
critical functions. ANS enables secure, encrypted
communications – wherever it’s needed, without costly or
time-consuming IT overhead.

Seamless, Versatile Connectivity

ANS is an operationally transparent and versatile overlay
security solution that enables organizations to connect,
isolate, cloak, and manage users and devices over any
communications transport, anywhere in the world – with
minimal network configuration changes. All communications
are secure and encrypted to prevent third parties from
accessing data while it’s transferred throughout the
ecosystem.
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Autonomous Security Without Dependencies

ANS delivers robust security without external dependencies
that commonly lead to security vulnerabilities, solution
complexity, and added costs. With its built-in and
self-contained public key trust subsystem that includes
encryption, authentication and authorization, the ANS
ecosystem acts a single source of trust – independent from
external network infrastructure (BGP, protocols, address
systems, etc.), certificate infra-structure and identity
management tools.

Products that Make up the ANS Ecosystem
BorderGuard - Server-side appliance that serves as the root
of trust for the entire ecosystem. Establishes trust with
RemoteLink and EdgeGuard devices.
EdgeGuard - Boot or virtual form factors create a virtual
desktop that authenticates, and isolates wired and wireless
remote access sessions before a secure session is
established. No upload or download of data is allowed.
RemoteLink - A plug-and-play desktop device that secures
any device over any communication medium.
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Use Cases
Mobile Command Centers

Mobile command centers need secure and direct access to
headquarter resources in order to provide critical updates
during national disasters and other events. Using available
transports connected via a VPN risks exposing critical
communications because VPNs transmit additional packets in
the clear and make IP addresses visible, potentially
threatening critical mission information. With ANS guard units
can connect back to headquarters using any transport and
ensure information is secure before the first packet is ever
even sent. In addition, devices or entire networks are cloaked,
reducing the attack surface by making IP addresses invisible
to outside networks.

Remote Armories

Dispersed remote armories need to securely connect to
headquarters to obtain access to DoD resources, but typical
connections that require dedicated transmission lines are
expensive and sometimes require multiple parties to
establish connection. Even then, remote armories still may
not gain access because they are beyond the reach of the last
mile connection. With ANS, guardsmen can establish this
connection over any communications transport, spanning any
geographic distance at a fraction of the cost – without the
need for configuration.

Remote Users

National Guard units require remote access for distance
learning, key and development requirements, among other
factors in order to complete evaluations to progress in their
career paths. Typically, these are done at government facilities
but limitations such as network, equipment and time
resources hinder that process. With ANS, guard units can
access the headquarters network from any remote location
via any bootable device (including personally owned), enabling
them to further connect to DoD networks for education and
required training.

Remote Classroom

Entire remote classrooms require access to the headquarters
network to complete mandatory DoD required education.
Typically, each remote user uses a VPN to access
headquarters resources, but to do so they must use a
government issued device and have assigned individual
usernames and passwords, which require IT support. With
ANS, entire classroom sites can securely access guard
headquarters via one secure device without any IT
involvement in the deployment.

ANS in Use
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Built-In Authentication/ End-to-End Encryption
The ANS ecosystem uses built-in mutual mandatory public key cryptography to automatically authenticate the identity of each
appliance. Rather than monitor packets based on known-threats and pre-determined rules, ANS stresses autonomous
cryptographic proof over content dependence. Each network packet must provide cryptographic evidence that it originates from
a trusted ANS appliance and known closed user group before being decrypted and forwarded to the user. Once deployed, the
products don’t trust anyone or anything else, establishing cryptographically isolated network segments within an organization’s
networking environment eliminating the entry point for cyber-attacks

Benefits
Increased Efficiency

Tried and Tested

Minimal IT configuration and resource provisioning increases
efficiency of both IT staff and users and drastically decreased
operational expenses.

These solutions have been deployed among U.S. government
and commercial customers for more than 20 years without a
single reported breach.

Military Grade

Repurpose Legacy Equipment

Products described were originally developed to protect
critical operations for the US Government. Contract vehicles
include GSA, ITES-3H, ITES (software), Alliant 2, and Networx.

About Blue Ridge Networks
Based in Northern Virginia, Blue Ridge Networks is a visionary
cybersecurity pioneer providing proven network access, infrastructure,
and endpoint security solutions. Its products isolate, contain, and
protect critical operations and endpoints to provide a new layer of
cybersecurity defense that eliminates or neutralizes vulnerability to
cyberattacks. Blue Ridge solutions have protected critical operations
for some of the largest US government, financial, healthcare, and other
critical infrastructure customers for more than twenty years with no
reported breaches.

Lack of support has negated the use of legacy equipment such
as Windows 7 PCs, causing an influx in unusable legacy
equipment. With ANS, users can repurpose these devices by
removing the hard drive to use as thin clients to access the
critical resources anywhere and anytime they need.
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